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Federal Funds Contributions To Easter Seal
Approved For Campaign Over $2,000 Mark
MSU Program

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Contributions to the 1970 campaign, a special gifts soliEaster Seal campaign in Cabo- citation, and a school safety
way County have now climbed drive.
Mrs. Martha Crafton, assistabove the $2,000 mark, accordIns story went out on the wire
ing to M. 0. Wrather, chairman ant dean of women at Murray
last week about the women
Federal funds amounting to of the local drive.
State, planned special events
who stormed the offices of
than $80,000 have been
more
Money raised in the annual activities which included a twoJohn Mack Carter, editor and
allocated to Murray State Uni- campaign is used by the Ken. day roadblock by members of
publisher of the Ladies Home
yenrity to renew the existing tucky Easter Seal Society f)r Alpha Kappa Psi business fraJournaL
two-year graduate fellowship Crippled Children and Adults ternity and a house-*house so.
program for community college to provide care and treatment licitation by about 120 univerThere were no ladies employed
teacher preparation and to pro- for those handicapped by dis- sity coeds.
•
at the Ladies Home Journal,
vide six neW fellowships.
ease, accidents or birth defects.
but members of women's libel%
direcCollins,
Harold
Beaman,
administratW.
Dr. Robert
*ratfier, who is heading the
ation groups such as Media Wohigher education and co- local campaign for the fourth or of Westview Nursing Home,
of
tor
menA the Redstockings, the New
ordinator of the fellowship pro- consecutive year, sin contribut- is heading the special gifts
Yorr Radical Feminists a n d
gram at Murray Mate, said no- ions are "still coming in." Be drive, and Charlie Lassiter, dirNOW.
tification of funding approval appealed to residents of the ector of pupil personnel for
under the Education Profes- comrumity who have not yet Calloway County Schools, and
About 100 of them started in at
sions Development Act of 1968 donated to the drive.
Prentice Lassiter, director of pu8:30 in the morning and rehas been received from the_ U. "We can all join in the fight pil
personnel for
Murray
mained until 11:00 that night
S. Office of Education.
schools, are directing the school
giving
to
by
crippling
against
harassing John Mack with deMurray State was one of Si Easter Seals," he added. "East- program as co-chairmen.
mands of equality for women
schools from across the nation er Seals help children crippled
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, presiand decrying the fact that as
initially approved foe the pro- by many causes, through care dent of Murray State, is state
they put it, that the Journal
gram in -January of Last year. and treatment and research and Easter Seal campaign chairman
creates the image of WomanThe original appropriation to education."
Organized in 1923, the Kenkind as docile homemakers
the university was for more
contributions Should tucky Easter Seal Society for
Mailed
whose principal reason for beNEW SANITATION DEPARTMENT VEHICLES: These
than $100,000 to support 10 felBuilnirtion, Superintendent of the system. The two new vebe sent to the campaign trea- Crippled Children and Adults,
ins is to make their husbands
lowships.
two new Chevrolet trucks with new compactor type bodies
Inc., is a non-profit voluntary
hicles are expected to greatly alleviate the difficulty the
surer:
and children happy.
which
allocation,
latest
The
were delivered this week to the Murray Sanitation System.
system has experienced In recent months in fulfilling Its
J. Matt Sparkman, 1317 Well' organization. It provided • varfellowof
number
increases
the
From left to right are Hardiman Nix, salesman for Dwain
normal operations. The system recently changed a comBlvd., Murray, Xentucky, 42071. iety of services — including
John Meek survived the inciships at Murray State from the
Taylor Chevrolet, City Councilman A. B. Crass, chairman el
pactor type body from an old chassis to a newer modal
The total amount of contri- therapies, special education,
dent in good style and is quotfor
provides
original 10 to 16,
the Council Sanitation Committee, DWIIIIII Taylor of Dwain
chassis thus upgrading the enuirrnent of the system to a
butions
to date represent money hospitalization, recreation, and
ed as saying "It's been one of
the new fellowships to begin
Taylor Chevrolet, Mayor Pro-tom Alfred Lindsey, and Rex
great degree.
(Staff 'MAO by Gene McCutcheon)
by mail as'well as re- camping — to about 4,000 Kenreceived
the most interesting days of my
this fall and to end in the sumceipts from a special events tuckians last year.
career".
mer of 1972.
Dr. Collins said Murray Stat
Below is the picture of John
is extraixely fortunate "to
Mack in his office as he views
the program renewed and exthe wilitant ladies facing him.
panded ascau.se of the great
The lady behind him is one of
need for qualified and dedicathis top staff members and is
ed teachers" in two-year collet
not included in the sit-in group.
es.
Baker
James
Cauthen,
ExecuThis picture appeared in the
"Considering the growth of
United States' address is Pa.
Ave Secretary, Southern Baptist
Newsweek dated March 30.
ducah.
the, two-year college system, the By United Press international ' poverty in Des Moines, Iowa.
Foreign Mission Board, RichMrs. George R. Ferguson,
program provides Murray State
Traditional Easter observan The group planned Easter sunmond, Va., will headline the
with an unusual opportunity to ces vied with more contempora- rise services for 7:30 a. m. The
Middletown, Executive SecreInternational
Press
by
United
program for the annual meeting
sun, however, will rise in Des
tary of Kentucky Baptist WoNo new traffic fatalities were make a significant contribution ry celebrations this Easter
of the Kentucky Woman's Misin this area of education," he weekend. Some holiday trave- Moinse at 6:03 a. m.
man's Missionary Union since
the
Kentucky
after
reported
in
sionary Union. Hosted by the
In Daytona Beach, F1a., collers had difficulty getting to
January 1, 1049, stated that
Easter Holiday count began at added,
First Baptist Church of Padustudents on their annual
lege
provision
include
observance.
Fellowships
any
kind
of
business
items
termed
import6 p.m. Friday, despite a trafcah, the meeting will begin
Easter invasion found rain and
year
and
first
for
the
for
$2,400
ant are the adoption of new byfic jam on several of the state's
Fuesday evening, March 31, and
San Fraocisco's awe Me- cold in place of the usual Florlaws for the group and the elechighways described by officials $2,600 for the second year, with morial United Methodist Churcontinue
through
Thursday
ida sunshine.
year
for
$500
per
additional
tion of officers for the coming
as the worst they have ever an
Easter morning
morning, April 2.
At Orlando, Fla., an Easter
each eligible dependent and ch planned an
year.
seen.
called "Seize the rock festival turned into a mudEmphasizing missions, Caupayment of resident or non-resi- celebration
Mrs.
J.
S.
Woodward,
Lexingthe
police
reported
State
Journey to Liberation." The pro- bath as a downpour hit the area
then will speak at both the
worst tie-up at the Kentucky- dent fees.
Tuesday evening and Wednes- ton, is president of the Kengram included two dance com- Friday. Twenty thousand young
two-year
program
Part
of
tbe
tucky
Woman's
Missionary
UnTurnpike toU plaze near Sheaday morning sessions.
panies, a theater workshop, a campers sought shelter in tents
REV. CHARLES H. MOFFETT herdsville, where southbound for fellowship recipients will be jazz-folk band and a "soulfu!
Mrs. Cauthen is also on the ion, serving since April, 1968.
and cars.
intern
in
a
a
semester
as
an
cars were backed up for eight
ensemble."
program. She will bring the She was first elected president
But Easter travelers who artwo-year
college.
miles from 5 to nearly 10 p.m
opening meditation at each of in 1961 and served four years.
rived at their destinations
Applications
for
the
six
new
Williams
Cecil
A.
Rev.
The
The following conferences
Another continuous string of
the convention's five sessions.
fellowships in one of 12 aca- invited attendants to "dance might have considered them
cars lined 145 south of LouisMrs. Cauthen was a missionary will be held Tuesday afternoon
demic areas—art, biology, bus- the jey-et new life as we seize selves fortunate. A strike by air
from
2:00
to
4:00:
into
late
evening.
ville
to China from 1939 to 1945.
iness, chemistry, communica- the journey of liberation, join traffic controllers trapped other
Woman's Missionary Union—
Frank Harscher, executive di' Mrs. R. L Mathis, President
tions, English, history, matheas we dance, sing and rap travelers in airport terminals
Mrs.
Encil
Deen,
leader,
rector of the office of toll facil- matics, modern foreign languag- us
in some parts of the country.
of the Woman's Missionary Unliberation."
discuss
Woman's Missionary Society
ities in the,state Highway De- es, physical education, physics,
And in Reed City, Mich., Hoion of the Southern Baptist
several
Worshippers
from
partment, urged motorists to r,r psychology—must be Meek*.
mer Hoisted, 81, planned to unConvention, will speak Wednes- — Mrs. C. P. Gunther, leader.
to
gather
expected
were
states
Woman's Missionary Study—
Rev. Charles 1. Moffett, mis- take alternate routes when reday afternoon. In addition to
ed by April 20.
tonight beneath a 111-foot limber his 61-year-old red Easister of the First Presbyterian turning home Sunday to avoid
her
WMU
responsibilities, Mrs. Thomas Wilkins, leader.
A committee on the campus "cross of peace" on Bald linob ter egg again. •
Woman's Missionary Society Church of Murray, will be the bad traffic conditions. He parHoisted got the dyed egg at
Mrs. Mathis is chairmen of the
at Murray State will select fel- Mountain near Alto -Pass, Ill.
guest speaker at the Eastei ticularly urged drivers to avoid
lowship recipients from the eli- Ministers from Kentucky, Mis- a 1909 Easter party. He keeps
What a nice suprise. The pre- program committee for the 1970 (Continued on Page Eight)
Sunrise
service
War
Me.
at the
the Kentucky Turnpike if at all gible graduate students who apschool kindergarten at St. Leo's Baptist World Alliance Congress
souri and Mississippi were sche- it wrapped in a clod- inside an
morial Stadium, Mayfield, on possible.
apply. Av.ards will be announ- duled to particpate in the ser- old shaving mug.
brings us in an Easter basket in Tokyo, Japan. She lives in
Sunday, March 29, at six am. "It's never been this bad on ced on May I.
with a cookie shaped like a rab- Waco, Texas, where she is dirvice.
His subject will be "It Is Fin the Easter holidays before,"
Applications or requests for The "revitalization Corps" of
bit, a little muffin like cake ector of the Student Union of
ished"
for
be
the
service
to
Harscher
said.
additional information may be Drake University planned to
with icing and a hard boiled Baylor University.
sponsored by the Mayfieli
He said college students head- addressed to:
L. 0. Griffith, Atlanta, Georerect a tent city to dramatize
egg colored purplish. All this
Youth
Council.
ing
weekend
or
home for the
Dr. Robert W. Collins, Direcwas in a little Easter basket gia, a native of Kentucky, directhe
Rev.
Moffett
was
born
in
o
many of the nation's recrea- tor of High Education, School
Unit•d Press Int•r•ationall
complete with green "grass". tor of the division of Communmission field of India, the sor, tional areas made up the ma of Education, Murray State UniWe ate the muffin, presented ication of the Southern Baptist
of United Presbyterian Mission Ijority of the traffic.
versity
Murray
Kentucky
the cookie to someone else in Home Mfssion Board, will bring
*hes. He returned to the UnitKentucky:
142071.
Mostly
cloudy
the office and will take the the Wednesday evening messFour freshman women from ed States at the age of 12 and ttraster
through
Sunday.
Scattered
basket home with the hard boil- age. Griffith is a farmer assist- Murray have been accepted as
later received his college edu L
showers and a few thundered egg in it. Thanks kids. You ant executive secretary of the pledges of Alpha Lambda Delat Eastern Kentiicky
storms developing west late this
Kentucky Baptist Convention. - ta honor society at Murray State
brightened the day.
University and Maryville C°
afternoon and spreading over
Thursday morning will fea- University.
lege in Maryville, Tenn. He is
the state tonight. Showers endture addresses by missionary to
They are Kathy Lockhart, a graduate of the Louisville ' Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr..
The Board of Directors of the ing from the west Sunday. LoIndonesia, William McElrath Donna Jones, Deborah Mabry,
will
"East"Ye
Are
Epistles"
will
be
the
topic,
preach
on
the
Presbyterian Seminary,
Calloway County Red Cross cally warmer today and wenn
and missionary to Chile, Mrs. and Edith Sheeks,
For three years he served nr er 1910", at both the 8:45 and subject of the sermon by Bra. Chapter will meet on Tuesday,
Kenneth Park. Mr. McElrath is
Alpha Lambda Delta is an the staff of the House of Hope 10:50 services on Sunday morn- Threet at the 10:40 a.m, worship April 7, in the jury room of the er over the state tonight turning a little cooler Sunday. Highs
a native of Murray. Mrs. Park honor society for freshman woPresbyterian Church, St. Paul, Ir!.- at the First United Metho- service on Sunday at the Sev- courthouse, at 4:00 p.m., accord- today in the 50s. Lows tonight
•
achieve
a
3.5
dist
who
or
and
Poplar
Church
of
men
above
enth
Church.
is a native of Kentucky and her
MI
has
ing to chairman, Lester Nanny. 34 to 44.
grade point average (on a 4.0 each of the communities where
Special music will be by the Christ.
The scripture reading from
scale) for their first or second he has served and is a mem choirs of the church, directed
Leslie Boyd, Assistant manEXTENDED OUTLOOK
semesters.
ber of the Youth Educatrn by Paul Shahan with Mrs. Rich- Psalms 51:10-17 will be read by ager of the Southeastern Area,
The weather extended outDr. Hugh L Houston, presiMiss Lockhart, daughter of Committee of the Synod of ttu,, ard Farrell as the organist. Gary Ballard.
Field
Reand Chester Butler,
look for Kentucky indicates a
rhey will sing the Easter AnMrs. Evelyn Lockhart of 418 Presbytery. He
The six pm. service sermon presentative, will be guests.
dent of the Houston McDevitt
is married and,
chance of rain mainly in the
them and as a climax to the topic will be "An ideal ExSouth 8th Street, is majoring in the father of two
Clinic, announces that Dr.
Additional business will insons, age
- '
Charles D. Scarborough has The Children's Choir of the sociology and special education. seven and three.
iervice, Handers "Halleluiah ample". Gene Hill will read the clude a progress report on the western section of the state
Tuesday and over all of the
leave
year
a
two
daughter
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
scripture
from
Psalms
86:1-5.
granted
The
been
St. John's Episcopal Church will
In case of rain the sen-ce Chorus".
March Fund Drive.
state Tuesday night and in the
The announcements will be
from the staff for advanced present special music at the Donald Jones of 1608 Keene- will be held at the same hour In. There will be no evening ser
Eastern portion Wednesday.
vice on Sunday Also the Jun. by Jackie Rose and the song
training in anesthesiology and 10:30 am. services on Easter land Drive, Miss Jones is an
theFirst Christian Church.
Cool weather will prevail on
or and Senior High Youth Fel- service will be led by Josiah
CITED
FOUR
major.
education
pulmonary medicine.
elementary
29.
March
Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday and it will
majors
in
lowship
Darnall.
with
meet
Miss
Mabry,
not
Groups
will
dirProf. Larrie Clark is the
He will be leaving Murray apturn slightly warmer on Wedhis Sunday.
proximately July 1, 1970, and ector of the choir and Mrs. drama and Spanish, is the
HUB CAPS STOLEN
Four persons were cited by nesday.
FIRE
BRUSH
and
Mrs.
RobMr.
of
daughter
will work at Jackson Memorial Leonard Whitmer is the church
Low temperatures will be in
The Murray tire oepartinent the Murray Police Department
ert Mabry of 1516 Kirkwood
FREE PUPPIES
Hospital of the University of organist.
Four hub caps were report(-1
answered a call to the home of 'Yesterday and last night. They the upper 20s and low 30s Mon•
Canon William E. Donovan Drive.
Miami School of Medicine, Miastolen from a car parked at
Eight combined miniature Willie Johnson,
North Third were two for driving while in- day morning, the 30s Tuesday
Majoring in philosophy is 1GA Store on
of Louisville will celebrate Holy
mi, Florida.
Friday. Gin
ri olile and painter pups are go- Street, on Friday at 8:30 a. m toxicated, one for on operator's morning and low and mid 40s
daughter
of
Dr.
Sheeks,
Miss
morn•
following
the
ng
Communion
lo be given away by their This was a
He expects to be back in his
Jackson made the report
brush fire_ One truck license. and one for driving Wednesday. Highs will be gen
office, in the Clinic, at the end ing service at the Episcopal and Mrs. Wayne Sheets of 1323 the Murray Police Departim
owner, Pat Scott. If you want with four regular
firemen an- while intoxicated and driving erally in the mid 40s to low
Street.Main
,rte call 435-4825.
Church.
at 6:09 p. m.
of his training in July 1972.
50s
on revoked hceise.
wered the call.

Missonary McElrath To Speak
At Kentucky WMU Meeting

•iraffic lam
Is Reported
On Turnpike

Easter Celebration Varies
In Different Parts Of Nation

Rev Charles Moffett
Guest Speaker For
Mayfield Services

Four Murray Women
Pledge Alpha Lambda
Deka Honor Society

WEATHER REPORT

.„
191u Subject
"Ye Are Epistles" Is
Of Methodist Sermon
Sunday Sermon Topic

Dr. Scartorough To
Take Leave For
Special Training

Red Cross Board Of
Directors To Meet
Tuesday At 4 pm

Children's Choir Will
Present Program Here

*
•I
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City of Murray, Kentucky

THE LEDGER & TIMES 20 Years Ago Today

LEDGER a TIMES FILE
PUBLISHED by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Inc., Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and
The Times-Herald, October 20, 1925. and the We Kentuckian,
January 1, UM.
Dr. Albert Newton Winchester of Joplin, Mo., formerly of Cello.
lea N. gth Street, morrey, iteetacks OKI
i 'ay County, died at Joplin last week.
PLIBLUIRMI
JALMS C WILLIAMS,
The First District Congress of the Parent-Teacher Association
the 23rd annual spring
We reserve the right to rejeckany Advertising. Letters to the Editor, I et today at Murray State College for
or Punoc Voice Items MURES, in our opinion. are not far the best I nference.
ini.erest of our readers.
The Murray High School and Murray Training School basketball
with Coaches Ty Holland and Tim O'Brien were
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVIS: WALLACE WTTMIM 00, MOS 1 quads together
Club at their meeting.
Maoism Ave., hiempcus, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg, New York, 24.Y, I ests of ttie Murray Lions
Mr. and Mrs. Todd Yates of Nashville, Tenn., are the guests of
•
ts..epuensou suds.. Detroit, Mich.
I er mother, Mrs. Garva Gatlin.
Entered Daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky lot
transmission as Second Class Matter

CITY ORDINANCE

ATTEST:
Stanford Andrus, Clerk
City of Murray, Kentucky

Ordinance Number 515, being an ordinance amending Section 4
if Ordinance Number 371 as to establish new and additional sewer
rates for sewer customers of the City of Murray, Kentucky. Ordinance Number 371 being an ordinance establishing a schedule of
rates and cikirges for the use of and services rendered by the
Municipal SesVerage System of the City of Murray, Kentucky,
providing for the collection and enforcement of such rates and
Ordinance number 514, being an ordinance changing and establicharges; and repealing all ordinances or portions of ordinances shing new rates to be charged water customers of City of Murray
In conflict terewtm to toe extent or sum comet.
water system for water furnished such customers by the said City
Be it ordained by the common council of the City of Murray, of Murray water system.
Kentucky, as follows, to-wit
Be it ordained by the common council of the City of Murray,
SECTION 1: Section 4 of Ordinance Number 371 is amended so as Kentucky, as follows, to-wit:
SECTION 1: The following schedule of water rates is hereby
to read when so amended as follows, to-wit
SUBScIPTION RAT: By Carrier in biturray, per week 350. per
"SECTION 4: That there Ls hereby establisheda schedule of rates established by City of Murray for water furnished to its customers,
Monsn 41..12. In Cauoway and adjoining counties, per year, OM;
and charges for the use of and services rendered by the municipal to-wit
2.onts I & X, $14.uU; alsewhexe 416.uu. All service subscriptions $8.00.
sewerage system of said City of Murray, Kentucky, which shall be
Twelve cents (12c) per 1000 gallons of water used by City of
LEDGER & TIDIES FILE
land,
of
parcel
lot,
every
and
each
of
occupant
or
owner
the
by
paid
for commercill purposes. Commercial purposes as herein
Murray
the
is
Cemmossity
"The Outstanding Civic Asset et a
building or premises throughout the city, discharging sewage, used shall be interpreted to mean all purposes for which water
'accent). et as Newspaper"
water, or other liquid wastes connected with said municipal sewer- Is used by the City of Murray other than water used through fire
system. The rates and charges shall be computed and billed hydrants. The City of Murray shall pay $48.00 per year for each
age
SATURDAY - MARCH ZS, Mu
John
druggist,
local
79,
Deaths reported are H. P. Wear, age
and shall be based insofar as possible upon the quanity of fire hydrant maintained by the City of Murray for the first one
monthly
Walker,
Lloyd
and
David Lawrence, infant Victor Henson, age 50,
water used or supplied each such lot, parcel of land, building hundred flre hydrants so maintained. For all fire hydrants mainage 49.
or premises, as determined by readings of the water meters tained over and above the sum of one hundred, the City of Murray
A bLanket of snow which is said to be perhaps the deepest of the supplying water thereto, and in all such cases the amount of such
shall pay for same at the rate of $33.60 each per year.
morning
Easter
on
section
this
greeted
winter falling at one time,
be equivalent to approximately thirty-three and
shall
charges
All other water customers of the City of Murray Water System
here.
residents
of
memory
for the first "white Easter" in the
the schedule of rates and shall pay for water according to the following schedule
of
percent)
(33-1/3
cent
per
one-third
for
Wednesday
Post Master Harry I. Sledd and L: C. Hendon left
1970
Water Rates
The United States has a fairly young
charges presently being charged for water supplied by the municipal
Inside City
Louisville to attend the Kentucky Post Masters Convention.
$1.80
waterworks of said City of Murray,Kentucky,(subject to a minimum Minimum Rate
Pat
population, with a median age of not quite 28
Crass,
Jo
Churchill,
Martha
Farley,
Joe
Irene Watkins,
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .90
Heinze, charge of $1.80 per month for said sewage service) said sanitary For the First
years. But the median age of persons who voted
Ward, Hoist Scott, Jane Hale, George Edd Jones, Mona
rates, based on gallons of water usage per month, being For the Next
sewerage
gallons per month per thousand gallons .79
2,000
play,
junior
the
of
cast
and 'red Wells are members of the
in the 1968 presidential election, as calculated
to-wit:
follows,
as
per month per thousand gallons .68
gallons
2,000
Next
For
the
"The Professor Proposes", at Murray High School.
$1.80 For the Next
"Minimum Rate
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .58
from Census Bureau figures, is a little beyond 46.
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .90 For the Next
For the First
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .50
Forty-nine per cent of persons 24 years of
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .26 For the Next
For the Next
25,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .40
age and younger, and of voting age, did not vote.
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .23 For the Next
For the Next
25,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .29
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .19 For the Next 240,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .22
For the Next
Only at the other end of the scale-75 years and
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .17 For the Next 1,700,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .18
For the Next
up-can a stay-at-home record be found that
25,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .13 All over
For the Next
2,000,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .14
comes close.
25,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .10
For the Next
gallons per month per thousand gallons .07 Outside City
Perhaps youthful enthusiasm ,would drive
for For the Next 240,000
But he was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised
For the Next 1,700,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .06 Minimum Rate
$2.16
greater
with
in
places
and
polling
the
to
hirft;
teen-agers
our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon
2,000,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .05 For the First
All over
per month per thousand gallons 1,08
gallons
2,000
numbers. But it's apparent that by the time
"All Sewer dstomers Outside the City Limits of City of For the Next
his stripes we are healed.- Isaiah 53:5.
2,000 gallops per month per thousand gallons .97
Lent reminds us of Christ's sacrifice for us.
Murray Are Assessed an Additional Twenty Per Cent(20 percent) For the Next
young people reach 21, the minimum in most
2,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .86
of Total Sewer Billing,
2,0(X) gallons per month per thousand gallons .79
For the Next
states, they have lost much of whatever
"The rate to be charged for each sanitary sewage connection to For the Next
2,000 gallons per month per thousandgallons .65
eagerness they may once have had.-Shreveport
the municipal sanitary sewerage system made after the adoptimi For the Next
25,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .58
(La.) Journal.
lof this ordinance shall be the sum of Fifty Dollars($50.00) Per For the Next
25,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .43
building unit.
For the Next 240,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .25
"In the event a lot, parcel of land, building, or premises dis- For the Next 1,700,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .18
charging sewage, water, or other liquid wastes, as aforesaid, All over
2,000,000 gallons per month per thousand gallons .14
By Thurman Sensing
Iuses water supplied on other than a metered basis from either
SECTION 11: All ordinance or portions of ordinance of the City
a private or a public water supply, then in each such case the of Murray, Kentucky, in conflict herewith are hereby repealed to the
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
owner or occupant may be required to cause a water meter or extent of such conflict and to such extent only.
other measuring device to be installed, acceptable to the Common
Southern States Industrial Council Council, or to the Sewage & Waterworks Committee, or any other
PASSED ON FIRST READING ON MARCH 26TH, 1970.
bo2rd or body of said city which may be in charge and control
A recent official survey of the Medicare
of the municipal sewage system, and the quantity of water used,
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
program indicated that in the next 25 years, the
as measured by such meter, shall determine the sewerage rate,
rates,.
rental or charge, and pending installation of such meter,
By
cost of Medicare will be 131 billion dollars-yes,
FOR EQUAL JUSTICE
rentals or charges, shall be based upon an estimated quantity of
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
billion-more than would be collected under the
water used; provided, that pending such installationof water meters
City of Murray, Kentucky
present level of taxation.
shall be as
POSTAL STRIKE AGAINST THE of the government mail systerr in private dwellings, the sewage rate, rental or charge
may be hastened,
follows, to-wit:
That has brought a request for a tax
ATTEST:
PUBLIC
$1.80
The strike by letter carriers
1,2, or 3-roonr house
increase. While estimates now are running 131
$2,88
York and Other affecte«
4,5, or 6-room-house
Stanford Andrus, Clerk
Of all the public employe stri- In New
billion dollars above income at the present level.
$4,32
points up the damMore than 6 rooms
City of Murray, Kentucky
kes called in recent years none communities
ger of allowing thenotion to flott, "Said rates and charges'for sewerage services as established
while inflation probably will push costs higher, it
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A thought for the clay: Greek
Chattanooga (Tenn.) News-Free Press
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playwrite Euripedes said,
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follow.
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something
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Policemen may feel they are
affects every American - from
there was a serious earthquake in Western Cape
In 1969 President Dwight D.
underpaid. Doctors may feel that
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serviceman ie Vietnam exProvince and apparently the antimini prohpet
their skill warrants higher fees. the
Firemen may cite the dangers of pecting a letter from home to the
decided that he could make do with this
Lead roles
By
a
their job. But the desire for businessman waiting for sales
Holmes Ellis, Mayor -calamity.
.
order,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -more money is no excuse for
Winos! Krim
What should emerge as the
Tuesday Weld and Gregory Peck
He immediately issued a statement,
stopping an essential public serthe
will
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aftermath
play
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service
roles
in
vice. One wonders how strikinu
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and called for a day of atonement. This will
docthat
discover
to
only
pital
1)11111411111111.40
employe
strikes
be
should
outtors and nurses were on strike.
simply not do. It is difficult to be sure of the
There are certain activities lawed coast to coast and in every
theology of the situation,, but this is a clear case
of
in a modern nation that can't be type public service. Hopefully,of unsportsmanlike conduct.
halted, no matter what. It is im- the public also will recsigflize
perative that medical services the dangers of public employe
The antimini man called his shot when he
be provided at all times. Pro- unionism and the absurdity of
predicted i rain shortage as a result of the skirt
duction and distribution of elec- allowing a small group of selshortage. It would have been an impressive and
tricity is necessary for health fish people to monopolize one
and safety. Fire and police units form of activity. If postal serpersuasive feat if he had seen it as lie called it.
must be deployed at all times to vice employes don't want to work,
But the drouth was a fizzle
fans ,f prophecy
prevent disaster and anarchy. let them stay idle - but cut them
will not accept his transparent attei pt to hitch
does
The delivery of mail falls in the off the public payroll immediasame class. In a complex, inter- tely. And let government be tree
onto the nearest available disturbance as a
his own
connected society, postal comm- to hire other persons who want a
substitute.
twig
41,
unications are the lifeblood oi job and are willing to deliver
The fact is that this was an earthquake, not
enterprise. The banking commu- the mail at the salary the goverthe predicted drouth. And nearly everybody
nity, insurance firms - yes, nment offers. There would be
even the welfare agencies-must plenty of takers,
knows that while drouths are caused by
The postal workers and their
have the use of the mails.
miniskirts, earthquakes are due to somebody
In these circumstances, the unions don't own government
having been a spoilsport.-Dallas (Tex.)
government is duty bound to take jobs. The jobs belong to the pubIt's easy to spot the 'wise
whatever action is necessary to lic. It's time that tills fact is
ROTH
Morning News
men who takes his return FEDERAL
return mail service te,the Ameri- clearly established in our counto 11 1 R BLOCK. He's
can people. The one beneficial try.
AND
smiling, happy and secure.
sidelight to the strike was Post•
STATE
•
Smart taxpayers from
master General Winton Blount's STUDS WARNING
•
coast•to-coost know the
announcement that private firms
value of qualified tax ascould provide postal services.
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By JOE SARGIS
UPI Sports Writer

his maiden when three by winning a seven furlong event at
Hialeah, Feb. 8, by eight He was ninth, Feb. 18, in a seven
furlong allowance. He won his next start at Keeneland, April
11, a six furlong allowance by six. He made it two straight in
a sprint allowance, April 22,'by three-quarters of a length.
And then he tipped his Derby duke but many had chalk
in their eyes. Asked to go a• distance for the first time in the
Blue Grass Stakes, he moved up boldly in the stretch run to
challenge Diplomat Way but hung in the final furlong and WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
was a length and half back of the fully extended Diplomat (UPI)—Outfielder Ralph Garr,
Way at the finish the Mee furlong event.
sent down to Richmond of the
As you know, Proud Clarion circled his field at the home International League earlier
turn to win the Derby by a length and pay $62.20, third high this week, is already back on
the Atlanta Braves' roster.
in Derby payoffs.
The Braves recalled the
As the day of truth approaches, the eligibles will dwindle. young
hitting star, who led the
Let's assume 12 (averase starters for past 10 years 12.24) International League in batting
track
will step lively onto the
around 5:30 p.m. May 2 while last year with a .329 mark and
\the soft strains of "My Old Kentucky Home" tug tenderly stole 63 bases.
•
at human hearts.
The move was necessitated
.kit in the post parade merit a five-star general's salute. when the Braves had to return
outfielder Bob Mitchell to the
They have survived against 1,813-1 odds.

Braves Lose
Bob Mitchell
To New York

Englishman With One Ambition
English wine ex'eçutive David Sandman has whittled his
ambitions to one—wi the Kentucky Derby—at the age of 39.
. ericans winning our classic races,"
"I'm sick and tired oUAj
he said last November whe he paid $100,000 for a two-yearold gray colt named Double Splash with retaliation his goal.
The English sportsman, maste,of the hounds at Horsham
and Crawley, is also irked at American friends "pulling- his
leg" ever since he mentioned winni4 the Kentucky Derby
to them. They laughed at him for his bold words.
"If a foreign horse can win the Kentucky Derby, Double
Splash can," he said. Double Splash, bred in' ngland, won
D ble Jump,
three of five races last year in France.
won his first five.stares in 1964 but burst a blood ssel in
his sixth outing and was retired at- the tender age of o as
English Juvenile Champion.
• Sandeman lost ma time getting Double Splash across the
pond to trainer Bill Boland. "The colt is doing real good now.
and is about ready for a race," the former jockey Said last
week at Hialeah. "He was setback early here by illness. We
Mil him
leave for New York the first week in March and
there. Then it's on to Kentucky for the Blue Grass and Kentucky Derby."
Boland, who gallops and works Double Splash himself,
said: "He's galloping real strong now and has wonderful
action."
In 1950 Boland won (as an apprentice) with his first Derby
mount — Middleground. Ile is scheduled to make his Derby
debut as trainee with Double Splash.
If Sandeman wants to know the magnitude of his ambition
lie can talk to C. V. Whitney, who tried 15 times with some
great ones to win the Derby. Ile came up empty 15 times.
It'll be better for the Englishman to chat with Fred W.
Iloeper, who won the Derby with the first horse he bought
—Hoo.p .Jr. in 1945. Maybe he forgot the rocipc. No repeat.
If Double Splash splashes out this, year, Sandeman vows
4 hell be back next year and every year until be wins. They
tell me he won't run out of financial track but he could nin
init of years here starting at 39.

SCOTT DRUG
WILL 0estnii eSUNDAYBEOPTiEi i
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school ideas. Some managers
like Walt Alston and Gil Hodges
keep a distance from their
players. Others like Leo Durocher and Billy Martin try to
By MILTON RICHMAN
be more part of them. Lucchesi
of the Cardinals.
Is somewhere in between. No
UPI Sports Writer
"A Good Man" Says Allen
"A good man," Allen says of matter what else he does, he
can't play, then it's no one CLEARWATER, Fla. (UP1
Lucchesi, for whom he played always keeps the lines of
)
—
behind Willie and rival pitchers What baseball needs now
at Williamsport and Little communication open.
key more people like Frank Lucch Rock. "A real good man."
in
McCovey
walking
"I'm a great communications
Si.
situations again.
man with my ballplayers," he
Praise from Caesar is praise says.
Ken Henderson will wind tie
"I don't have a wall. I
In left if Hart, who hit 139 When you get right down to Indeed, Especially when noble don't believe in it."
Caesar
still
goes
around
praiswhy
only
seabaseball?
homers in five previous
Another thing Frank Lucchesi
whole world would do better ing a remembered Roman who
sons, can't make it,
believes in is being natural. He
with more individuals like once fined him also,
Mays In Center
Frank Lucchesi. Here's a guy' Frank Lucchesi is that rarity believes in that firmly for
'
Willie Mays will be in center
himself and also for his
as usual. and Bobby Bonds 10 who communicates with a of rarities among managers. ballplayers,
capital
C.
He
does
so
It
well
be in right.
He's from the old school but "Not Gonna Panic"
McCovey anchors the infield and has been doing it so long, not at all afraid to employ new "Don't change, be yourself,"
with Hal Lanier at short and he's one of the best communiTito Fuentes at third. lecumfl. cators around right now and
bent regular Ron Hunt and Don Isn't that what the young
Mason are battling it out at generation keeps hollering for
all the time?
second.
Dick Dietz has the No. 1 Lucchesi is no kid. He'll be 43
catching job just about sewed in a few weeks and he's the
with Jack Hiatt No, 2 and new man with the Phillies. He's
rookie John Harrell No. 3.
their new manager but not
The spare infielders figure to exactly new to their organizabe Jim Davenporl, Bob Burda, tion because he has been
who also can play the outfield, handling minor league clubs for
and Bob Heise,
them the last li years,
If King can produce a lineup
which includes Ponds, Mays, Remember the old Packar
McCovey and Hart in the slogan? Ask the Mall Who Owns
middle of the batting order for One, If you want to know about
120 games then the Giants a manager, ask somebody who
has played for him.
should do ok.
It's a big "if" and King Somebody who will tell it like it
knows it.
is, Somebody like Hichie Allen

Giants May Be Hard-Pressed
To Finish High This Season

PHOENIX, Ariz, (UPI)— The
San Francisco Giants, bridesmaids five years running under
By Dan Scism
two different managers, could
Snow was falling softly in 15 above temperature and a be hard pressed to finish that
cold, white blanket covered Churchill Downs. The huge high in 1970 in what many
home of America's most famous horse race looked as lifeless believe will be the toughest
as a TV Western ghost town, reflecting a picture contrary division in baseball.
The fact is not lost on
to a fixed and fascinating image of greenness, gaiety, bright Manager Clyde King as he
colors, spirited thoroughbreds and one hundred thousand starts his second season as
people animated with anticipation.
head man.
The Giants are in the
Inside there was activity. Young and old were leisurely
viewing racing relics in the Museum. Members of the ad- National League West with
ministrative staff, were busy in the general office. President defending champion Atlanta,
Lynn Stone's phone was jingling every few minutes with the Cincinnati, Los Angeles, Houston and an Diego, Only the
impetnr_eriginating-from nearby-and-far away.
Padres are not contenders.
Preparations were progressing on this dismal day for the
San Francisco's problems this
96th running of the Kentucky Derby, the greatest two- year are left field, where
minute sport spectacle earth has ever known.
slugger Jim Hart is trying a
It was January 20 and this writer had been summoned to comeback, and pitching.
Give Up Bobby Bolin
discuss assisting Bob Gorham, public relations director, for
The Giants gave up pitcher
the Spring Meeting so that he would have more time to
assist Mr. Stone. The new president is a double-duty man Bobby Bolin to Seattle for a
of outfielders (Steve
for the ensuing meeting. I was assured that Mrs.'Mary Ann pair
Whitaker and Jim Gosger) who
Cooper, who has assisted in the P.R. department for several may not stick, and Bolin's spot
years, would be my guide.
may be tough to fill.
"I enjoy my duties as public relations director," Gorham
They also picked up Frank
explained,"but I can't assist Mr. Stone and work in publicity Reberger from San Diego, and
he could be a gem.
too. How about giving me a handr
Juan Marichal, as usual,
Now the inquisitive are answered.
heads
the
pitching
staff.
Gaylord Perry „is right behind
Anotior Proud Mario. Akribit
him and then it's all question
marks. Mike McCormick, a
"
In Proud Clarion's Kentucky Derby year, there were 'Omer Cy Young Atrial-winner,
21,754 North America foals registered with The Jockey Club. youngsters Rich Robertson and
One hundred and eighty-eight sealed the Derby nomination Rot Bryant and Reberger,
primarily a relief specialist,are
platean this year and that's par for the liazanions—iiourse. battling for the other two
Five foreign-breds boosted the nominees to. 193, three shy of starting jobs.
the record set in 1928.
That leaves left field as a
When practically every horseman's most beautiful and trouble spot.
heartening dream is to win the Kentucky Derby, many Jim Hart has first crack at
wonder whysuch a large number are eliminated early an- the job but he has to prove he
nually from the race. Frankly a majority are erased at con- can do it after hitting only
homers in 1969.
ceivement by heredity. Others are throw-backs to slow ones three
Hart is a key man in other
in their purple pedigrees. Many are victims of the vicissi- ways as well.
tudes of thoroughbred life. Fortunately none drive autos.
If he plays then King will bat
Back in the pack of nominees obscured by mediocrity thus him fifth behind Willie McCofar, there may be another like Proud _Clarion whose best vey. the National League's
juvenile effort was a third place finish. Proud Clarion broke Most Valuable Player. If he
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Jackson
Purchase

Preventive medicine
for crabgrass

LAST CHANCE

Just spread Scotts HALTS PLUS
town. it forms a protectise barrier that prevents
crabgrass seeds from sprounting
this year. Halts Plus also fert,lizes your lawn (same as
Turf Builder) at the some time,
so the good, desirable grasses
grow thicker and greener. All
from lust one application!

LOCALLY
TO GET YOUR

on your

JACKSON PURCHASE
SESQUICENTENNIAL EDITION

Early Bird Sale
Reg.

Sale

$2 5,000 sq. ft. bog 14.95 12.95
Save $1 2,500 Sq. ft. bag 7.95 •6.95
Save

retailer

authorized

Available Next Week Only At
The Ledger & Times

STARKS HARDWARE
153-1221

12th 8: Popular

UNPRECEDENTED LOT SALE

New York Yankees. Mitchell
was
purchased from
the
Yankees during the off-season,
but General Manager Paul
Richards announced Thursday
"We were unable to complete
the deal."
Braves' owner and board
chairman William Bartholomay
said "After due consideration
we decided it was time to make
a place on the Braves' roster
for Ralph Garr. We were
unable to complete a satisfactory agreement with the
Yankees to allow Bob Mitchell
to remain in our organization
as a AAA ball player."
• the Braves-Yankees game,
scheduled for Thursday, was
rained out.

LARGER THAN AVERAGE SIZE
PRIME RESIDENTIAL LOTS
LOCATED SYCAM ORE EXTENDED

Only 10% Down Payment
Balance Paid in Low Monthly Payments Over A 5 Year Period

at 5% Simple Interest

ckbirds Gone,
Town Breathes
Sigh Of RIief

Taxes
No taxes first year, we pay
them for you.

Financing
10% down, terms of five
years on balance at 5%
simple interest. Pay off
privilege at any time.

Utilities
Electricity, gas, water,
sewerage,-curbs.

Schools
City schools, university,
elementary . all in walking distance.

SCOTLAND NEXK, N.C.
(UPI) — A weeklong
assmeat campaign appears to ve
succeeded in dispersing a fl
Of an estimated four million
birds from its roost here.
Each night last week, a team
of about 30 state and federal officials used gas cannon, firecrackers and simulated bird
distresS calls to dislodge the
birds from their roost on the
edge of town.
Mayor Ferd Harrison appealed to federal officials for _
help several weeks ago, after
the effects of the large roost
became unbearable. Bird droppings blanketed the forest floor,
killing vegetation, polluting
streams and creating a noxious
odor.
At the end of last week, a
noisy helicopter circling the 40'acre patch of forest sounded the
final retreat. The seemingly
endless waves of blackbirds,
cowbirds, gratkles and star- Mgr}did-net return Saturday or
kinday nights.

SATURDAY — MARCH 28. 1970
was the first thing he said this
spring to Denny Doyle and
Larry Bova, two Philadelphia
rookies he had at Eugene in the
Pacific roast League last year.
"I'm not gonna panic. Don't
you."
When you talk to Larry Bovra
about Frank Lucchesi, the
bright-eyed, 24-year-old rookie
shortstop talks about him as if
he were some kind of older
brother.
"You couldn't really ask for a
better manager," says Bova.
If you want to know about a
manager, ask somebody who
played for him. Particularly
somebody like Larry Bowa
whose father managed in the
minors also.

-,

Lot Size
Frontage up to 120' & 197'
deep. Plenty of room.

Zoning
Single family - R-2.

PRICE RANGE _ _ _ _ 3,850 - $5,200

Y 10 LOTS IN THIS UNUSUAL OFFER!!
This is a prime real estate investment, especially with our low, low financing!
Terms Available To Qualified Buyers

TuCIR REALTY cOMPANY
.. slz

Don Tucker
74-5020

•

4342
753
;

Bobby Grogan
75314978.
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scheduled to meet at the school
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
at 1.30 p. in.
•••
The Flint Baptist Church Woman's Miasionary Society will
Saturday, March 211
at 7:30 p. In.
Mrs. Dan Hutson, popularly
An Easter Egg Hunt for pr, meet at the church
•••
chilknown to Murrayans as Emma
grade
third
through
school
Thursday, April 2
Sue, and speech teacher at Murdren of the Conaway County
Town and Country HomeThe
al
be
held
ray State, spoke to the memwill
Club
Country
Club will meet at the
makers
Lin
11:30
to
ben of the Magazine Club
ten
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Husband is
too big-hearted

by I. Robert (Bob) Miller

by Ernie Bushmiller
FHA IS ORGANIZATION
WITH WORTHY GOALS

By Abigail Van Buren
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Brighten your meat selecHate to write letters? Send $1 to Abby. Box Mee, Lou tions for spring -with glazes
Angeles, Cal. Mg, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Let- of cherries, honey, almonds,
orange juice, marmalade, hpters for All Occasions."
plesauce and crushed pineapple. Consider, too, sauces
such as grape jelly, strawAnswer to Yesterdays Puzzle
berry preserves or curry.
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DEAR ABBY: I am 25 and Doug [made up name) is 29.
We've been married for three years and are as yet childless
by choice.
We love each other, but there is one large area of
disagreement which has causedmany heated discussionLund
nearly a separation.
Doug thinks nothing of inviting his friends to spend
anywhere from a week-end to a month with us. [And what
friends!)
Abby, I am not a lady of leisure. I have a taxing daytime
job and we live in a small apartment and all the extra work
of overnight guests falls on my shoulders. Even their
laundry, and I am sick of it. These friends are lazy, careless,
and ungrateful.
In all the tipie were been married I don't think we've
spent a dozen Week-ends alone. Once, Doug picked up a dirty
hitchhiker and invited him to stay with us! He stayed nine
days, and I was frightened to death of him. He had a wild
koeit in his eye and I think he was "on" something.
In case you think Doug is stupid, he has a B. S. degree
and a master's in social psychology. So what's the answer?
DOUG'S WIFE
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MONDAY! AFTER EASTER
FABRIC SALE!
1 TO 10 YARD MILL-LENGTHS

- REG. '1.49 TO '1.98

SPRING & SUMMER

FABRICS
If you can sew a stitch, don't miss this sensational Spripg and
Summer Fabric Buy! 1 to 10 yard Mill-Lengths of brand new
Spring and Summer Fashion Fabrics. Every yard first quality,
in a large selection of colors and patterns!

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

21 Encountered
22.D9Ilseed
24 Rodent
25 Citrus fruit
26 Negates
213-Longa for
30-Grain
31-1nlet

gazelle
19 Signified
21 Optical
illusions
23 Crown
25 Dens
27'Greek letter

OPe..niS

29-Before

ARNEL

DEMI SPORTSWEAR

PER
INCH

oacRON a COTTON PRINTS
J.

LINEN WEAVE SUITINGS

v.? COTTON CANVAS PRINTS
so° DACRON .1 COTTON POPLINS

40 Male sheep
43 Unruly child
44 Short lacket
47 Edible seed
48 Period of
time
51 French (abbr )
53 Near

IF32 Dinner course
33 In slumber
34 Courteous
35 Title of
respect
36 Pass. as time
37 Narrow

e.

fro AND MANY, MANY OTHERS

32 Potty ruler
35 Joins

Ohl1

::::: 1

38 On the ocean
39 Mgt* Saxon
money

..V.'
il

all

4:•:an
1
Mi

42 Doctor of
laws(obbr

il

litg

46 Diphthong
47 Bishop
49'pug'
measure (ebb')
SO loss
52 Swamp
54 Talk idly
55 Growing

:gill 6

:::
.
MAIN 10 5r

e.o.
••••••

.59

2

41-Trede for
money

43 Part of knife
45 Capuchin
monkey

5

Mil

mg,
I.
III
4XP 2I I.
:
lill
a 25
irall

hill

ill•ik..:" iiii
II
1111
III
gli11°NIII
Ati47m49•
. ill .
Nil ill
U5
II
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36 37

34 M35

a

44 li
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BE THERE WHEN THE DOOR OPENS Monday,
March 30, 9:00 A.M. Sharp for this tremendous After
Easter Fabric Sale! Come early for best selection!
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Have you ever wished that
there was a uniform strict automobile drivers license law in
this country? I'm sure all of us
have, particularly when some
especially inept driver has run
off the road or has crumpled
one of our automobile fenders.
It is an unfortunate fact of life
that for the fifty states there
are fifty sets of laws regulating
drivers training, licensing,traffic laws, and all the other factors
related to automobile usage. In
aviation we are more fortunate.
The multiplicity of agencies and
regulations has been replaced by
one overall national agency, The
Federal Aviation Administration
using one nation-wide setof rules
and regulations to assure the safe
and efficient use of our air space.
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Land Between the Lakes will have some 700 tent and trailer camping sites this year in three major
family campgrounds along Kentucky Lake. These modern campgrounds offer a supervised recreation
program during the summer season. Other camping facilities include a group camp and 20 lake
access areas along the shorelines that border Land Between the Lakes.

Land Between The Lakes Offers Much
To tact-Persons As Well As Tourists

Solo flight is the first major
step on what is, for the average
flier, a never ending journey.
After solo flight there is more
instruction in technique, emergency procedures, cross country
flying, weather, regulations, commtmications, instrument flying
and advanced maneuvers. A student can learn the rudiments in
five hours, can solo in ten, but
he will never reach a point at
which he can rest on his laurels, because no one ever learns
It all.
Many student pilots never progress beyond the solo stage of
their training, but most set their
sights on the next logical step
in flying progress which is the
private pilots license. A student
pilot cannot carry passengers
and part of the joy of flying
Is to be able to let your family
and friends Aare in per new
skill. As a private pilot the
real joy and utility of flying
comes into being, and this we
discuss in a future cohmm. ia
the meantime, why not investigate flying for yourself.

The FAA, while regulating the
aviation industry as a whole,pays
special attention to pilot qualifications and to the issuance ofthe
various types of licenses. This
attention, which is strict without
being oppressive, is and should
be a -great source of comfort
to all who fly, whether as passengers, crew members or pilots.
Pilot licensing is what we are
going to discuss today and in
future columns.

or

on May 27. All three campgrou- Land Between the Lakes is
nds provide central service tuie 'easily accessible from the north
Wings, boat launching ramps, off U. S. 62 and 641, from the
playgrounds, cooking grills, pic- south off U. S. 79, and from the
nic trebles, and swimming bea- east and west by U. S. 68 which
Because flying is sucha varied
ches. Camping is on a first. crosses the area. Visitors will
industry there are almost as
hectic
from
the
haven
find
a
come, first- served basis.
many types of license endorsepace of everyday living to enjoy
LEGEND
meats as there are airplanes.
the sight of majestic eagles soar&AMR IMPROVED
However, basic licenses are diviTwenty lake access areas wile. ing through the air, take a walk
AREA
ded
into four principal groups,
spring
This is Land Between the ch offer free campsites are popu- along paths lined with
student pilot, private pilot, comPARIS LAJI0016
Lakes, a unique isthmus dallies lar attractions for outdoorsmen dogwood and redbud trees, or
STATE PA
mercial pilot and flight instrucbetween two big manmade bodies who desire more primitive faci- catch one of the large crappie 40
tor. Basic licenses are endorsed
Lake.
Kentucky
in
and
Lake
of water, Kentucky Lake
lities. These areas are equipped
to cover qualifications to fly a
Barkley.
with teat launching ramps, pic- For additional information
variety of aircraft, to fly at night,
nic tables and grills, and chem- write Land Between the Lakes, Land Between the Lakes, a 40-mile-long strip of woodland between Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley to fly under instrument conditioin western Kentucky and Tennessee, is bordered by water on three sides. Camping, fishing, boating, ns, but most of those who fly
The Tennessee Valley Author- ical toilets. Camping groups will Tennessee Valley Authority, Golswimming, hunting, hiking, and sightseeing are the major activities in this outdoor recreation come within the framework of
ity now has completed land ao- be interested in Camp Energy, a den Pond, Kentucky 42231.
area.
one of the four licenses listed.
quisitioo in the 170,000 acres year-round group camp located
Energy
Lake„
Available
on
by
between the lakes and is continuing development of the area reservation only, it is designed
The student pilot license is
for outdoor enjoyment and con- to accommodate groups ranging
where it all starts. The requireIn
from
4
to
400.
size
servation education. More than
ments are not restrictive and al1,200,000 visitors were attractmost anyone can meetthem.ProThe runs should continue for
ed last year by the recreation
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Those
blems, if they develop, usually
Outdoor writers from Kentucopportunities which have been The focal point for visitor sportsmen who have talked all about three weeks and may erupt ky and surrounding states have
relate to the kid that not everymade available.
one is willing to devote to flying
activities is the Conservation winter long about fishing — who at any minute. Fishermen should been invited to view first hand
the time and effort necessary to
Education Center, a 5,000-acre have mapped out in their minds be ready.
the phenomenal catches that are
Immediately following that run, made in Barkley and Kentucky
be a good pilot.
The newest attraction is a herd area located near the northern jaunts to favorite fishing spots
of WM&(American bison) on an end of Lake Barkley. Here hikers this summer — and who have vow- and often starting while the whi- lakes during the spawning run.
An applicant for a student pilot
enclosed 100-acre range along- will find their element it Rem- ed that they will fish more than tes are still moving, will be the
license must be at least sixteen
fishing is proside The Trace(Tennessee 49)in tite Lake. The two and one-half last year when their favorite croppre season. They, too, are Right now, jig'
years old, must read, write and
black
the Tennessee portion of Land mile trail around the 90-acre im- pastime was greatly curtailed becoming activated in many lak- ducing good catches of
understand English and must
fishsuch
from
many
lakes,
es.
Catches
have
been
made
albass
the
most
by
one
of
some
trivial
thing
poundment
is
like
"being
Between the Lakes. The young
successfully undergo a physical
another
buffalo arrived last September scenic trails in the area. The too busy," had better get with it ready in Lake Cumberland, Nol- ing should continue for
examination. Physical requirein, Dale, Rough River, Barkley month. Then when the water deafrom Theodore Roosevelt Nat- lake is also an excellent site for right now. The fishing season is
meats are not excessively strict
and Kentucky Lakes, to name a rs, and casting for theblack bass
ional Memorial Park in North picnicking and fishing. Those who at hand.
and licenses can be granted to
For the next couple of ownths, few. They'll be moving in other becomes the thing, when the bass
Dakota. They are believed to be are interested in less strenuous
many persons with physical demove into shallower water, ardescendents of the woods strain activity may wish to climb Silo or until the water becorat-s too lakes very soon now.
fects, extending even to amputees
beds and
stump
submerged
Croppie
is
ound
one
of
the
fish
magnificent
view
hot
for
a
some
Overlook
for
species,
fishing
of buffalo that once r,,amed thrand paraplegics under reasonaough this part of the early fron- of Honker Lake, take the picture- should be in its prime. With the most fun for family groups to treetops in the sloughs.
ble restrictions. The feeling is
sque drive along Silver Trail and temperature qpvering in the high catch. They are now moving into
ger.
that those who want to fly should
Mulberry Flat Road, or visit fifties and low sixties, which the shallow water,(and this sha- Fishing for all these species
be able to fly if they can do so
Center Station where films and should be reached in P few days, llow water may be anywhere, continues in the appropriate maAnother new development is
jrithout endangering themselves
displays tell the historical, re- croppie, white and black bass, not just in the headwaters as in nner all through the summer.
Piney Campground, a family ca- creational, and educational story bluegill and catfish will be awa- the case of white bass) getting Those who have the know-how
and others who are sharing our
mpground operated on a yearcontinue
to
catch
fish.
will
airspace.
ready
to
spawn.
iting
the
Lakes.
sportsman's
lure.
Land
Between
the
of
round basis. Piney is on the
They are extremely hungry
. First in the parade of .fishes
The mechanics offlying a plane
shore of Kentucky Lake near
And not to be overlooked in
will be the white bass — already during this egg laying piocess
In straight and level flight, makthe southern boundary of Land
future
is
the
WOand
inaMediate
when the move is on in force, the
Children will be delighted with showing signs of fast action in
ing climbs, descents, and turns
Between the Lakes. Opened last Empire Farm,also located with- some of the headwaters. Catch- it is not unusual to catch the gill which cln be found in just
and being able to make successJuly, this campground now has in the Conservation Education es have been made in the tribu- limit -- 60 a day in- Kentucky. about every farm pond, lake or
ful take-offs and landings can be
100 teat and trailer sites with Center. Open to the public turn taries of lake Cumberland, Dale
To hail the season, the West stream in Kentucky and which'
learned by the average student
electricity, and heated central 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, the farm Hollow, Rough River Reservoir Kentucky Croppie Festival has offers, perhaps, more sport for
In five hours.
service buildings Another 100 offers the opportunity to view and Barren Reservoir,and they'll been designated for Barkley am more people than any other fish
sites are under construction.
Kentucky.
It,
too,
can
be
caught
and touch farm animals in their be moving in other lakes right Kentucky Lakes, with the hope in
Practice and polishing of techthroughout the summer and into
of attracting attention to the
natural environment. Young visi- away.
JOGGING on 'Mffiril
each nfiues require additional time
More than 500 campsites are tors can also see tools and houseThe fish are moving into shall- great crappie potential of those the late fall. Usually the best
may or may not be the rea- and the usual time before a stucatches are made during the
available in two other family hold furnishings that were used ower water to spawn and while in two lakes.
son, but Lynn Steffner cer- dent pilot reaches his first mileThe Festival runs through Apr. month of May, but a start will
campgrounds Hillman Ferry will on farms in this area many years these sections ran be caught in
tainly keeps in good shape
stone, solo flight, is about ten
II.
be made in April.
open April 15 and Rushing Creek aeo.
great numbers.
hours,

In western Kentucky and Tennessee a 40-mile -long strip of
forest, rich with wildlife and
nearly surrounded by water, has
been set aside as a stronghold of
nature for the use of campers,
hunters, fishermen, hikers, and
conservationists.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
The State Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources reported this week that fishing generally remains slow at most Kentucky lakes.
Croppie catches showed a slight increase in some areas. Water temperatures remained practically unchanged from last week,
with murky and muddy waters in
many areas,
The lake by lake rundown:
Dale Hollow- Crappie fair to
good in some areas; scattered
white bass in heads of creeks clear and stable at 45.
Cumberland- Upper section:
Some near limits of crappie on
minnows; black bass fair by jigging; both species slow in lower
section. Trout slow below dam;
clear to murky to mudding in
various areas at 43.

Now Is Time To Go Fishing
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CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORM:MAMA

TAYLOR
MOTORS

LIBERTY
Super Market
Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
5th•POPLAR

•wILST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
PEONI 714-1272

OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentucgy

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS
FRIENDS
efrotatts 441••94

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
— GUNS and AMMUNITION

ye Sporting. ..00d%
_
hfurray, Ky
Chestn u t St.rer t

pis Zenith TV e

kat Dock, Restaurant, Cabins
STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

ARTIN
OIL PRODUCTS

Barkley - Fair black tam and
crappie by jigging eight-crawlers
and minnows; murky and stable
at 46; fair crappie and white
bass below dam.
Kentucky Lake. Crappie and
black bass fair; crappie on minnows and black bass by jigging,
clear and rising at 44; below
dam - white bass fair off rip
rap.
Barren Reservoir. Black bass
fair by jigging around stumpbeds; crappie fair on minnows;
midsection murky, remainder
clear and falling slowly at 49.
Nolin - Black bass fair in
upper sections by casting and
jigging in lower parts; scattered
catches of crappie; ,clear and
rising at 48.
Rough River Reservoir - In
south fork crappie good around
stickups; white bass fair inhead.
waters by casting from banks;
area of dam murky, remainder
clear and rising at 46.
Green River - Good catches
of crappie below dam on minnows; crappie in lake slow;
murky and falling at 42.
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

* Phone 753-5862

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF SERVICE

All Makes of*Guns
1V E'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

6th And Main Streets
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ROOM "Double M
on 2% acres. Loc
US 841, four miles soul
urray. Has paved walks, 1
back porches, sliding
9 II
to the paved patio,
sins, good well, two brand
- rage sheds with plyi
oors, many large shade t
be bought with 3 addi
acres, if desired. Low e
yment, balance like real
M Stucco House
acres. Located on Hwy.
e mile S. E. of Murray.
has a 2-room garage apartz
at $10,000 and oi
I
•ill finance.
LARGE 3-BEDROOM
home on 1% acres, just 2
south on US 841. Has 1%
rnic baths, wall to wail a
jag, draperies, marble firej
separate dining room, 2-ca
rage, large breezeway, h
back yard. Interior of 1
has just been re-deco:
Shown by appointment.
3-BEDROOM brick home, 5
east of Murray. Has larg
ins mom with a fireplace
try hall, 2 ceramic tiled t
carpeting, central heat au
sliding glass doors to the
utility room furnished
washer and dryer. Shove
appointment.
SPACIOUS 3-bedroom
home, just outside the M
City Ilmita. Has living
kitchen-family room, utili
ceramic baths, carpeting,
tral heat and air.
3-BEDROOM BRICK in thi
school district. Panelled 1
en-famlly room, central
and air, carpeting, drap
1% baths, large utility lex
3-BEDROOM FURNISHED
hie Mobile Home", on a
wooded lot near Kentucky
This 4 acre property has
plete facilities and has be
censed by the State of Ker
for ten (10) trailer spar
rent. Also has a good 10'
utility building, fenced pi
and several" producing 1
trees. Owner must sell c
ill health.
3-BEDROOM FRAME hoz
1% acres land. Located on
west of Murray on Hwy
Has a full basement,
, :

doors and windows, IPS

screened porches and a i
3-BEDROOM, two-story
borne on US 841, in H.ue
central heat, storm dm
windows, two kitchens,
utility room, nice come
2-BEDROOM FRAME ho
Alma. Has storm doors az
dews, floor furnace, prar
new roof, garage and a 3.
lot.
2-BEDROOM FRAME ho
Hwy. 121, 3% miles S.
Murray. This is a nice
kept home with a very lov
92 ACRE CATTLE Farm
4-room frame house.
fences and stock ponds,
grain base, good blacktoc
age. Located 8 miles froi
ray, near New Provides
108 ACRES on Ky. 614, a
mateiy 9 miles S. F.. of
40 acres bottomland,
corn base. Priced $125 a
142 ACRES near Puryear
Has 90 acres cleared
acres bottom land, 2-b
brick home, several go
buildings, marketable
all the machinery you
operate the term, and
will assist in financing
138 ACRES near Cr
Term. Has 120 acres clew
30 acres bottom land,
houses, 2 wells, and hi
heavily limed for the p
eral years. 1/3 down an
will finance the balanc
190 ACRES on Watts lb
proximately 13 miles S
Murray. Has a good
acres of bottomland and

highway frontage. Phu,
acre.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS iz
wood Forest, Pine Bluff
Panorama Shores, Jacki
res, Lyimwood Estatm
view Acres, Westwood
lion and Plainview Acre
A NEW BRICK home, d
to suit YOUR needs,
built with a very low die
meat and 8%% interest
balance. Call us for de
TO BUY ... see us! TO:
list with us! (Licensed
and Tenn.).
FULTON YOUNG REAL
and Maple, Phone T
Home phones: Fulton E.
753-4946; Ishmael Stinsc
1534.

ALRRITTEN FARM: v2
good stock bern with eke
one old tobacco barn, to
bottom land, 48 acres c
This farm is priced to a
eated HWY 94, turn rig
east of Elm Grove Baptls
eh on old Newburg So
miles on the right
Peel & Holland Real
1123 Main Street, Bent.
43325, phone-527-8137.1.'
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

RWS'ell,Tfrovie

10,,Rent;Fne
meow rkE
ROAL ESTATE POI SALE

SATURDAY — MARCH 28, IWO

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
A 5-BEDROOM, 1% story frame
in excellent condition. This is
an older home with full basement that could be utilized for
rentals. Central heat, 1% bath
rooms. Sonic furniture is included in the sale.
2-STORY, 4-bedroom brick with
2% baths, formal dining room,
fireplace, double garage. One
of the finest houses in MurrsiY.
Well located in the Robertson
School District.
A 4-BEDROOM brick with double garage located at 14100
Grove on a 2 acre wooded lot.
iace.n.anitfiretbed
C:btenialgarage
Y construction
T
do
ALI
androom
QU

140.TICE

NO

AUTOS FOR SALE

THREE-BEDROOM, all elects*
brick ranch with patio, ewe
years old, central air, wall te
wall carpeting, two spacious
baths, large living room with
dining area, family room. Large
convenient kitchen with builtin range, oven, dishwasher and
disposal. Utility room, two car
garage, situated on nicely land.4"
scaped lot located at Kingswood
Subdivision. For appointment
by transferred owner cell eves.
logs or weekends 753-7E10.
H-M-23-N

Jury Awards Plaintiff
$250,000 In Suit
Mrs. Loreen West, plaintiff in
a civil trial, was awarded $250,000 by a McCracken Circuit
Court jury Thursday.
Mrs. West had brought suit

wmpany for two years. Before
his employment with GAF, West
had a similar position with Union
Carbide Nuclear Corp. for several years. He resided on U.S.
60 and the Holt Road.
Mrs. Blackwell was employed
by the rental firm as the driver
of the airport limousine—picking
up and delivering mail and passangers—during the evening shift
at Barkley Field.
The verdict of the Jury was
signed by nine jurors. A minimum of nine is required to bring
In a verdict in a civil case.

ROOM "Double Mobile
against Walter Luchesi and Mr.
ome", on 214 acres. Located
US 641, Lour miles south of
and Mrs. C. L. Bryan, owners
urray. Has paved walks, front
of Paducah Auto Rental, and
back porches, sliding glass
Willie D. Blackwell, husband of
to the paved patio, 1%
Mrs. Mary Maxine Blackwell,
three-bed:nowt
COMFORTABLE
aths, good well, two brand new
of injuries
residence on large site in Lake- who died as the result
rage sheds with plywood
suffered in the same accident in
alreeesTile
bath,
Shores.
way
cars, many large shade trees.
&toner, electric beet and stone which Mrs. West's husband was
be bought with 3 additionfireplace, sun deck with genie killed.
acres, if desired. Low down
Roy Charles West was operatview, also garage and concreas
yment, balance like rent.
driveway. Completely furnished ing a motorcycle on U.S. 60 on
M Stucco House, on
with attractive decor including May 9, 1968, when he was struck
acres. Located on Hwy. 121,
hard rock maple dinette, braid- by an airport limousine driven IS INCOMPETENT
e mile S. E. of Murray. Also
10t39 OLDS Cutlass 442, 4- ed rugs, linens and kitchea by Mrs. Blackwell. According to
has a 2-room garage apartment.
BOSTON (UPI) — Superior
speed, 14,000 miles, lo- equipment 13 ft. Richline alum- evidence presented during the
at $10,000 and owner
cal, one owner, AM- inum boat and 18 HP Johnson trial, Mrs. Blackwell was pass- Court Judge Wilfred J. Paquet
fiaince.
Ill
FM radio, like new.
ruled Thursday a 70-year-old
er- 1969 PONTIAC Catalina 2- motor Included. Phone 43643110 ing another vehicle in thelimoubrick
LARGE 3-BEDROOM
H-M-211-NC sine and West was preparing to man confhied to Bridgewater
for
appointment.
able 5 3/4% loan.
home on 1% acres, just 2 miles
door hardtop, double
State Hospital for 48 years was
9,ROOM HOME in Hazel on a
south on US 641. Has 1% cere
power, factory air, vinyl FOUR-BEDROOM, two bailie, turn into the driveway of his Incompetent to stand trial for
large
the
After
motorstriking
home.
the
for
Ideal
lot.
nice
ink baths, wall to wall carpet
top, 14,000 miles.
murder.
formal living room and dining,
family or an extra apartment
log, draperies, marble fireplace,
1968 PONTIAC Catalina 4- fireplace in family room, full cycle, the limousine veered to
priced.
side
the
of
left
the
road and
Very reasonably
separate dining room, 2-car ',adoor hardtop, double basement, double garage, recrea3.13EDROOM brick with an exrose, large breezeway, fenced
power, air conditoner. tion room in basement, $30,- struck a tree, evidence showed.
cellent floor plan. 1% baths, 1968 CHEVELLE, green with
Blackwell also had sought an
beck yard. Interior of house
000.00. Phone 753-6073.
NEAR PEOPLES BANK
family room, spacious utility,
award for damages in a lawsuit
has just been re-decorated.
black vinyl tap, power
A
especially nice drapes, air conagainst Mrs. West and the auto
Shown by appointment.
steering and brakes.
Next to Shroat's Meat Market
ditioned. Good location and the 1969 VW
rental firm's owners. The two
3-BEDROOM brick borne, 5 miles
Karman Crhi a,
house is nice as new. Beauti
lawsuits were consolidated for
east of Murray. Has large liv
coupe, yellow, black leaSERVICES OPPIRSD
Just
$22.300
ful landscaping.
log room with a fireplace, en
trial.
ther interior, air condiA &BEDROOM brick near the
try ball, 2 ceramic tiled baths,
POR SALE
tioner, wire wheel cov- CARPENTER WORK of
West was a safety engineer at
NOT I
bath
new high school site. 2
carpeting, central heat and air,
ers, AM-FM radio, like kinds. Building houses, addi- General Anallne and Film Corp.
paneling.
remodeling,
sliding glass doors to the patio, 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands FLUFFY soft and bright as new. rooms, sunken living room, fortions,
new.
at Calvert City at the time of
utility room furnished with and refills are now available at That's what cleaning rugs will mal dining area, quality con1969 VW Formula Vee eed- Get your work done before the his death. He had been with the
plan,
floor
exceilent
Lustre'
you
Blue
use
struction,
when
do
by
753-331111.
Shown
Mack,
dryer.
Call
and
rush.
washer
the Ledger & Times Office Sup
dan, mag wheels, over- spring
April-174
appointment.
TENC Rent electric shampooer $1. Big double garage, very lax-ge patio.
ply stcre.
Free estimates.
sized tires, green.
many
with
STONE
M-28-C
AND
BRLCK
K.
brick
SPACIOUS 9-bedroom
BACKHOE WORK, septic tank
extra feature's. 3 bedrooms, full
home, just outside the Murray EDNA KNIGHT is no longer
ANTIQUE, 150 year old walnut basement, formal dining room. GOOD SELECTION of used Installation and cleaning, all
City limits. Has living room, associated with Wayne Wilson
domestic as well as Volks- types of digging. Call Gene
kitchen-family room, utility, 2 Real Estate. For Real Estate Grandfather striking clock, 7' 3" 25., baths, fireplace in the famtall, made in England, $275.00. ily roost With a rustic finish, wagens to choose from.
Steely, South Side Shopping
ceramic baths, carpeting, cen- transactions contact her at 733M-31-P Phone 753-7683 after 5:00 p. in. recreation room, double garage,
4910.
Center, phone 753-7850. TFC
tral heat and air.
M-28-C
M-30-P large suncieck with electric grill
3-BEDROOM BRICK in the city EFFECTIVE April 1, 1970, the
WILL MOW YARDS on north
pleasliving
outdoor
your
for
kitchPanelled
district.
school
bus station will close at 5:30 FOUR pure bred Charollas
side of town. Phone 753-7262 Shelton & Wilkinson Angus
MedalGold
electric,
All
ure.
— Lt. Col.
heat
central
room,
en-famAy
p. m. Buses will operate as us heifers, $850.00. ettE Phone
M-28-NC Farm, c/o J. R. Wilkinson, Mur- TERROR KIDNAP
after 5:00 p. m.
lion home. City school district.
Donald J. Crowley I above)
and air, carpeting, draperies,
M-28-C 753-7575.
31-30-C
have been elected to mem- is the air attache at the U.S.
Let us show you this outstand1% baths, large utility room.
Complete Small Engine Repair ray,
VOLKSWAGEN
bership in the American Angus Embassy in Santo Domingo
home. Would consider a
ing
CARROLL
$10.65
of
PAYMENTS
ASSUME
mowlawn
TILLERS,
"DouGARDEN
FURNISHED
SUZUKI 350, with six trade. Reduced drastically.
3-BEDROOM
at St. Joseph, Mis- who was kidnaped by terroron color TV at Leach's Musie 1960
ers, chain saws. 'Authorized Associatioo
ble Mobile Home", on a nice
speed transmission, turn sigaccording to Lloyd D.
810 Chestnut - Murray. KY.
souri,
A-1-C
753-7575.
Center.
Phone
Dealers.
Lake
ists in a demand for release
Briggs and Stratton
wooded lot near Kentucky
nals and only 760 miles, 18 ft ft MODERN 2-bedroom brick
executive secretary.
Authorized Lawson Power Pro- Miller,
by the Dominican Republic
This 4 sere property has com- PRIVATE employment fran fiberglass canoe and all acces- iome and 26% acres, 3% miles
There were 406 memberships
Supply
Murray
Dealer.
ducts
25 political prisoners.
of
plete facilities and has been li- chise or partnership offices, sories, like new. Also used GE from Murray. Farm is fenced
POE RUNT
breeders of registere
Co., 208 East Main, phone 753- Issued to
censed by the State of Kentucky completely furnished opening automatic washer. All priced and overlooks a nice lake.
cattle in the Crowley. 48, is a native of
Angus
AberdeenH-1TC
El Paso, Tex.
for ten (10) trailer spaces to soon in your city. Small invest- for quick sale. Phone 489-3337. 3-BEDROOM frame in very good TWO-BEDROOM duple: aped- 3361.
United States last month.
M-30-C condition. Carpets and drapes. matt central hest and dr,
rent. Also has a good 10' x 34' ment; as little as $1,000.00,
TerPEST
CONTROL
KELLY'S
fireplace, central air condition- built-in range, ceramic We both
utility building, fenced pasture. earnings $15,000-$30,000 the first
mites—eat your home. Roaches
and severab producing f ruit year. No age limit. Staff Con- 17 CUBIC FOOT upright freez- ing. Also a real nice 20' x 60' carpet throughout Call or see —carry germs. Spiders—are
$125.condition,
excellent
in
er
Shopto
due
Souttiside
building with a garage, central- Gene Steely,
trees. Owner must sell
sultants, Inc., 16% S. E. Second
A-2-C ly heated. Ideal for almost any ping Center, Murray, Kentucky, poison. For free inspection call
Phone 753-3616.
ill health.
Street, Evansville, Indiana 47708, 00.
TIC Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914,
3-BEDROOM FRAME home on Phone 425-3183 or 425-3186, Don COCKER-P00
six kind of home workshop. Let us TSS-MO.
puppies,
TFC
24 hours a day.
1% acres land. Located one mile D. Varner, Executive Vice Pres- weeks old, $15.00 each. Phone show you this place and make ELECTROLUX SALES & Serus
an
offer.
west of Murray on Hwy. 121. ident.
classes
TRAINLNG
DOG
NEW
A-2-C 7534710.
M-30-C
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
3-BEDROOM stone house with
Has a full basement, storm
Phone 382-3033, are beginning in Paris on April
doors and windows, gas furnace,
basement. Beautiful 1 acre lot. K,. Sanders.
Apri.1-44 7. Cost $10 for 10 weeks. For
Kentucky.
Lynnville,
clothes.
NEW BARBIE DOLL
LOST & POUND
screened porches and a garage
Needs SOCHI repair but is priced
information call Noreen SimM-30-P accordingly. Located near Wis
Phone 753-2369.
3-BEDROOM, two-story frame
A-7-C
10' x 55' TWO-BEDROOM frail- onsen. 642-5073.,
home on US 641, in Hazel. Has LOST: west of Hazel Saturday EXTRA NICE horse pony, good well.
er, three miles from Murray.
tan
with
black,
a
white,
small
and
my
KEEP
in
children
doors
WILL
norm
heat,
A
2-BEDROOM house and 1 Phone 753-7836.
central
M-33-C
game pany, broke to pony cart.
;ne. Pr: er ir.fant or three to
windows, two kitchens, large head, female fox dog with a Also pony cart and harness. acre on a blacktop road located
••••)
:se year old. Phone 753-8034.
utility room, nice corner lot. collar on in name of Earlie
large enough for small about 2 miles from Murray. Car- NEATLY FURNISHED two bed•
M-31-P
3-BEDROOM FRAME home in White. Phone 492-8552. M-28-1 orse or big pony. Phone 753- peted, air conditioned, and at- room apartment, kitchen and
den. Located 100 South 13th
Almo. Has storm doors and win3064 after 6:00 p. m. M-30-C tached garage. Price has been
APPROVES LEGISLATION
street, Kelly's Pest Control.
dows, floor furnace, practically
reduced.
IN
MEMORY
M-28-C
new roof, garage and a 3/4 acre
APARTMENT SIZE refrigerat- 100 ACRE FARM located on
In memory of Purn Nance or, used only three months. Highway 641 about 2 miles nor
WASHINGTON (UPI)— The
lot.
2-BEDROOM FRAME home on who passed away three years Phone 753-9818 after 4:30 p. in. th of Murray, adjacent to in TWO-BEDROOM trailer, utili- House Interior Committee
M-30-C dustrial property. Practically all ties paid. Adults crnly, no pets. approved legislation to continu
Hwy. 121, 3% miles S. E. of ago today, March 28, 1967.
M-28-C through 1971 sales of th
of the farm is tillable and in a Call 753-8069.
Murray. This is a nice neatly Daddy Dear you went away,
"Golden Eagle Passport"— th
kept home with a very low price Even though you've gone to KIRSCH RODS, close out. Lit- high state of productivity. 800
air-conditioned
ONE-BEDROOM
92 ACRE CATTLE Farm with a stay
M-31-C highway frontage. Financing , efficiency apartment, complete- annual pass good for all
tleton'.
4-room frame house. Goo d Our love for you last ftom
available at 6% interest t...) ly furnished, one block from national parks and federal
FOR EASTER, young rabbi*, qualified buyer.
fences and stock ponds, large day to day.
l'niversity. Call 753-4109 or 753- recreation lands.
and
aches
we
heart
tears
With
poodyoung parakeets, and toy
grain base, good blacktop front
MOBILE HOME and cottage 4478.
A-1-C
les. Mrs. Raymond Starks, Al combination, located in the Jon
age. Located 8 miles from Mur- have to pay
Because you were taken away. mo, Kentucky. Phone 753-1862 athan Creek area of Kentucky' FOUR-ROOM furnished apartray, near New Providence.
M-28-C Lake. Fully equipped with nice ment, two blocks from Court
108 ACRES on Ky. 614, approxi- We will meet you again somemately 9 miles S. E. of Murray. day,
furnishings, double carport woh Square. Private entrance. Cali
feeling"
well
done
job
"a
40 acres bottomland, 14 acres And the pain in our hearts will FOR
a storage room. One acre wood- 753-5034.
31,28-C
Lustre
with
Blue
clean
carpets
be taken away.
corn base. Priced $135 acre.
$1. ed lot.
Rent
shampooer
electric
apartefficiency
FURNISHED
Tenn.
your
by
family,
missed
Puryear,
Sadly
142 ACRES near
Western Auto, Home of "The '1 2/3 ACRE LOT with 14' x 16' ment, available April 1. Prefer
Has 90 acres cleared and 22 the ones who love you.
M-28-C building and mobile home space working lady or working coupRoselle, Joe and Jean, Wishing Well".
acres bottom land, 2-bedroom
Close to Jonathan Creek on a le. Utilities furnished. Call 753Daytha and Dale
brick home, several good outM-30-C
1794.
ITC 1968 175 HONDA., five speed, paved road.
buildings, marketable timber,
orange, turn signals and 1969 208 ACRE fann located on the
all the machinery you need to
license. Reel nice bike, good blacktop at Coldwater. 35 acre ROOM for two girls. .Electric
operate the farm, and owner
KELP VIANTOCI
tires. Phone 489-2892.
M-28-C watershed lake. This is -a real heat, air conditioned, cooking
will assist in financing.
good farm and is pricetI right privileges, private entrance
Crossland,
near
ACRES
138
OLD TIME chuck organ. Very
1603 College Farm Road, phone
and
cleared
acres
120
Tenn. Has
M-30-C
good condition, Burgess. Call WE HAVE a wide selection of 753-2377.
frame
2
land,
30 acres bottom
Managers 4354372.
Assistant
M-31-P building lots inside the city •
been
houses, 2 wells, and has
HOUSE TRAILER, two-bedroom.
outside the
for
SINGLE;cow to can milker ma- school district and
heavily limed for the pint sevfurnished, like new. References
f.xx
city.
Financing
available
Wigchine, in good shape. Phone 753eral years. 1/3 down and owner
Training Program
Gls SMOKE POT . . . says
our required. Contact Robert
M-31-P qualified buyers. Come by
5321.
will finance the balance.
.ins at Wiggins Furniture Corn
eppeofteely?
Charles West, 23, Chicago. a
Webby h•
or
Street
office
at
502
Maple
M-28-C
190 ACRES on Watts Road, appany.
'MA
Cheek obese Is otheemeees
former Army sergeant who
call us at any time to discus,
proximately 13 miles S. E. of • ware•ry, Omit le beetwala• m3-POINT HITCH 5 ft heavy duty detp0s. This is a good time t THREE - BEDROOM furnishec
witnessed the alleged My Lai
pieeapeeeie•
Murray. Has a good well. M
ina ea • lame
rotary cutters with stump jump- buy. We appreciate your Liu,: house with basement. Phone imtss;tere. West., tells the Senthis
fee
era
15
Need
of
lots
w.
acres of bottomland and
er, big gear box and solid taL ness.
M-31-C ate Juvenile Delinquency
753-4694. ,
vireo — Imlay wad la "Awe
wheel, $325.00. Also 4 ft. mod TUCKER REALTY Cornpan
highway frontage. Priced $115
Subcommittee in Washingseem
els.
New
and
used 1 and 2 -row 502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken
acre.
ton that a majoritj, of the
WANTOD TO OUT
Is what ear training
Rare
cultivators. Vinson's Trzctor Co. lucky 7534342. Home phones
in SherRESIDENTIAL
soldiers who participated in
program otters you:
Phone 7534892.
H-ITC Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020. WANT TO BUY complete flab
wood Forest, Pine Bluff Shores,
the.' ,it tack smoked marijua• I day week.
Bobby Grogan, 753-4978.
Panorama Shores, Jackson AcMg rig. Aluminum boat, trail- na He said that some of
• Complete Valetas in the
NEW
AND
USED
tires.
Flats
credit protessioo—No prior
res, Lynnwood Mates, FairM-31-C er sad motor. Call 753-0030
,11.1
the night bcfore
fixed. Vinson's Tractor Co.
experleace weeded — Ears
view Acres, Westwood Sul:elite:
after 300 p. aTFNc
leara—N.
yea
white
Acres.
H-1TC
7534892.
Phone
Plainview
and
lion
hog 'evolved.
A NEW BRICK home, designed
• Good stertiag salary plus
to suit YOUR needs, can be
bomm—srlth pleased salbuilt with a very low down Payar arogreselea while la
iz
the
on
2% interest
/
ment and 61
(
HELP WANTED
AH LOVES AN
PLEASE CHANGE OUTS I DL
)
GOVERN M ENT—
balance. Call us for details.
• Advasee to Managerial
MADAM. YOUR HOME IS
RESPECKS TI-I'
ORDERS —
posinse wIthia I to 3
WANTED: Waitress 4:00 p. in.
TO BUY ... see us! TO SELL...
years.
BE I NG
GOVAM I KIT in
Apply
shift.
in.
a.
till
liat with us! (Licensed in Ky.
1:00
• Owtstaadiag employee
BULLDOZED!!
SO - GuLPt!'
and Tenn.).
person to Tom's Pins Palace,
company
Include
beemetts
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
M-28-C
North 12th Street.
MIRK (MIES!!
paid pension plan. Heeand Maple, Phone 753-7333.
Siamese. surgical and
Young,
E.
Fulton
coverage,
phones:
Home
atajer Medical
WANTED: man to help train
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson, 753tree We insurance, embird dogs.slid run dogs in field
M-MC
Moro edseatlea plea sod
1534.
trials. Ph2me 436-2406, Chrysler
law mere.
Bird Dog Kennels.
TFC
II yea me age It to II end
ILLIIRITTEN FARM: W2 acres,
(
2A/0 SENSE
we.• err. Tee say be able ••
good stock barn with electricity,
-2
am reI-/ER
000
0
1110,
TELLING
CS1111.1.
weak.
217
P'
one old tobacco barn, ten acres
z
BARGAIN!!! Every day Is "sale
gaped Nish Sebes' ieneOmefte
WHAT
bottom land, 45 acres cleared.
bakereareDay when you show people
els eagIbla Per N.M.
GOVERNMENT!'")
This farm is priced to sell. Lo- ' dos. ma
Avon's wonderful range of cosjust
right
turn
04,
HWY
cated
metics. Profit from your spare
C. P. Williams
east of Elm Grove Baptist ChurC,\1
hours—Sell Avon. Call no*,
icl-2
ca.ckr,r
3 7
ch on old Newburg Road, 1%
MM. Evelyn L Brown, Avoe
Manor
Southside
adiea on the right Contact
Mgr., 9654363, Shady Grove
Phone 753-6701
Peel h Holland Real Estate,
Road, Marion, Ky. 42004.
'
Murray. Kentucky tfc
1120 Main Street, Benton, EY
43023. phone-537-8621.• •
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Bankruptcy

Sale

Alt NEW FURNITURE

5 - Solid Wood Bedroom Suits
8 - Living Room Suits
2 - Dinette Suits, Wood
Several Odd Chairs

The next best thing

to a new can

a used car with
a 100% guarantee.

MUST BE SOLD IN
JO DAYS

107 N. 5th Street Downtown

Shelton, Wilkinson
Farms Are Named
To Association

lam

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner

'441

r

;

Time Finance Co.

tau
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Down the

arden Path

Faxon First Grades
Visit Local Library
And The City Hall

TIMEs

Missionary.
(Continued From Passe 1)
Activities - Mrs. A. L Meech
am, leader.
Young woman's Auxiliary—
Miss Sidney Perth, leader.
Girls' Auxiliary - Miss ROB3
Fiechter, leader.
Sunbeans - Miss Anna Mary
Hach, leader.

The first grades of Faxan
School visited the fire station,
police station and library last
Wednesday. They had been studying about these community
workers.
By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
The Fire Chief, Flavil Robertson, and other firemen on duty
took them through the station,
flowers.
A reader has sent me clippings student of
explaining their job and finshape,
of their
from a current magazine about Others because
such as ished with a ride around he
suggested,
name
a
had
truck.
how different flowers received
Canterbury Bells, block on a fire
their names It is a most in- Larkspur,
The Chief of Police, James
Elephant's
-Pulpit,
The Murray Rescue Squad
teresting article and I wish I Jack-in-the
M. Brown, talked to the stu'Heart.
could use it in its entirety, but Ear and Bleeding first called dents and pointed out how im- was called to the home of Clydp
Marigolds were
for them to kncrv Phelps in the Friendship comcopyright rules forbid.
others have portant it was
But some of them are knowr "Gold Flowers" and
name, address, and tele munity ofl Highway 94 East on
their
from their
from various sources and I can names that came Blue-Bells. phone number. He showed some Thursday morning about 8:30
Squad members said the fire
think most flower lovers would colors, Lavender and interesting of the equipment which the
This would make an
was around the chinmey on the
policemen used.
enjoy realizing just why certain
there
as
Garden Club program
At the library, the children roof. The booster was used to
blossoms were so named.
flowers who
a film and short talk extinguish the flames and no
enjoyed
The daisy or Day's eye was are so many other
a specific
first used to cure eye troubles and were given names forall but lost. from Mrs. Margaret Trevathan. &Maga was reported.
been
They had an opportunity to exthe name was applied to all daisy reason that has
prove a gold plore the young children's book
like flowers. Herb medicines, as The Library should
this
in
interested
anyone
shelves.
Late as the 18th century, included mine for
of garden delights.
We would like to express our
daisies in a "Medicine for side
appreciation to the people who
Rheumatic eyes."
made this trip a success, the
Daisies were also suggested in
teachers said
early days for the removal of
warts and the "cure" of many of
by
diseases
the
fearful
physicians.
Hospital Report
Pansy, as we all know, stands
for thought. The poor mad
Ophelia offered them in her
March 26, 1970
se
Census - Adults
wanderings. They get their name
2
from the French word Pensee,
Census - Nursery
Dismissals
meaning thought and it couldn't
have received a better one. These AMARILLO, Tex. - Another
Mrs. Donna Thurmond, Hale's
delightful little blossoms seem to ecord year in all categories Tn. Crt., Murray; Mrs. Marbe looking straight at you, asking •f the American Cauarter 4lorse garet Brooks and baby boy,
Route 2, Murray; Master Ronfor your thoughts.
ssociation - the world's largest ald Isabel, Route 1, Springville,
We are told Chaucer felt "great
registry - was reported Tenn.,- Tom Farmer, 412 So.
Affecioun"for them. Wordsworth
t the organization's recent 31st
said of them that they were annual convention in San Francis- 8th Street, Murray; Mrs. Car"unassuming-and beloved- co by Executive Secretary Doc olyn Downs, Hardin; Rubin McDaniel, Route 2, Murray; Mrs.
commonplace."
ones.
Estelle Young, Route 2, MurThe corn-flower or centaurea
Mrs. 011ie Williams, Route
ray;
gets its name froth the Greek
Registrations for owners inlegend of Chiron, the Centaur, this and 41 other countries total- 1, Hazel; Rubel H. Austin, Yet
who healed himself rom a wound ed 66,317 in 1969, exceeding the 1, Hardin; Mrs. Ella Hamlin
VERY INTERESTING Appearfrom a poisoned arrow, with a combined total registered by the (To Cony. Div.), Route 5, Mur- ing before the Senate Bankray.
poultice made of cornflower. I three other leading equine assoing Committee in Washingthink it is fascinating that some ciations. These registration figton, Arthur Burns, chairman
names have come down to us ures represent a 1.5 percent
of
the
Federal Reserve
through the centuries and increase over 1968.
Board, hints that the board
NOW YOU KNOW
origin
we have lost thier
Transfers of ownership in
has relaxed its "tight money''
in anriquity. If it had not 1969, which reflects the tremeo- by
policy to clear the way for a
United Press International
does demand for the American
The lyres of the popular decline in interest rates. He
garof
been for the interest
Quarter Horse, was up 9 percent song, "Turn, Turn, Turn," were said rates already have bedeners, who delved into such over 1968. The transfer total was adapted from the Old Testa- gun to drop on big money
things, we might never know just 91,373.
ment Book of Ecclesiastes, borrowing, but did not prewhy our ordinary everyday
which some believe to be the dict when they would dip
Retiring President Lee Ber- work of King Solomon.
flowers are so called.
for the average individual.
We do not know just where the wick, St. Joseph,Louisiana,said,
trend
growth
from,
present
name Nasturtium came
"If the
but in 1577 a book written by an continues as it has for the past
ancient physician speaks of them 20 years, we will have three
as having come from Peru and he million Quarter horses in our
called them "Floures of Blood." Stud Book by 19'19."
More Quarter Horses compete
Later they were called "Yellow
at more shows, in more places,
Lark's Heels."
Our lovely Iris received its before more people than do all
name from the Greek god of the other breeds of horses combined.
rainbow,Iris, and rightfully so as There were 1,519 AQHA sanc- Eight Fulton County High School stuHICKMAN, Ky.
they run the full gamut of rain- tioned shows for adults last year
ients who refused to shave in compliance with a school dress
in the U. S. and Canada, a gain of
bow colors.
code were expelled by the county school board Friday "until
So many of our flowers get 103 over 1968. Additionally,
such time as they shall obey the rules and regulations."
youth
approved
1,252
were
their name from the Greek gods, there
John C. Bondurant, attorney for the board, said, "As I underprevious
the
such as Peony, from an alias of shows, up 120 over
stand it, they cannot return to
the god Apollo and =miens and year.
"regularly under new proceclasses until they shave."
hyacinth.
Suspended two weeks ago by dures for hearing said matters,'
Many others are named from
me AQHA was the first equine
Principal Bobby Childers, the the board said.
their hybridizers or developers, egistry to initiate a youth proeight appealed and have con- It referred to guidelines set
such as Zinnias by Dr. Zinn,
in which boys and girls
tinued to attend school pending down early this month by U.S.
Wisteria from Wister a great
mpete apart from adults. Thirthe board's decision.
District Judge James F. Gordon
states will send delegates to
The vote to uphold the suspen- when he recessed a hearing in
Amain
headquarters
e AQHA
sions was unanimous, as the Louisville on a suit brought by
illo, Tex. In August for the first
board's four members signed a nine students On ground they
ual meeting of the recently.
three-page order explaining had not followed proper chanformed American Junior Quarter
nets after their suspension by
their decision,
Horse Association.
In the order, the board said Childers.
Quarter Horses are the prethe clean-shaven provision of Gordon also said such a susFuneral services for Mrs dominate choice of 4-H Club
the dress code "is a reasonable Pension had to be upheld by the
Edith Orr will be held Monday members across the nation. Horone that is not in any way dis- school board after giving affectat two p.m. at the chapel of the se projects, according to the
ed students the right to appeal.
criminatory."
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home U. S. Extension Service, are the
I The board said it heard testi- The eight students are Ralph
with Rev. Norman Culpepper o fastest growing of all 4-H animal
Jackson, Tenn., officiating.
mony from teachers and stu- Fitzpatrick, Eddie Dean, Jimprojects.
Interment will be in the Sink- Quarter Horse Racing,another
dents at the high school support- my Moore, Ben Jones, Lonnie
ing Springs Cemetery with the
ing the dress code and from the Hagler. Ronald Cobb; Harold
of the industry, also
arrangements by the J. H. Chur- vital part
eight students against it.
Ware and George Holloway. said
The
growth.
tremendous
reflects
chill Funeral Home where fri
The decision was reached Supt. Harold Garrison,
recogis
distribution
parse
total
ends may call after 12 noon or
nized races for 1969 was $8.4
Sunday.
$1.1 millMrs. Orr, age 66, died Thurs million, an increase of
pariKUNMING 0
day at the Bi-County Hospital ion over 1968. The total
mutuel handle for Quarter Horse
Warren. Mich.
CHINA
Survivors are her husband, races for 1969 was $91.5 millLAOS FIGHTING
CENTERS AROUND
Rudy Orr of East Detroit, Mich.; ion, an increase of $9.5 million
LONG CHENG AND
daughter, Mrs. Jerry Rogers of over 1968.
SARA THONG US
Warren. Mich.; son, Robert Orr Jay Pumphrey of Fort Worth,
SUPPORT BASES
of East Detroit, Mich.; sister, Texas is the newly elected PresorCO-OPERATIVE SIHANOUK'S
Mrs. Rudelle LeBleau of St. ident of the 52,000 member
OUSTER IN CAMBODIA WAS
Louis, Mo.; five grandchildren.
US PLOT HANOI RANTS

Quarter Horse
Group Reports
Record Year
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THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHN

CHAPTER 20
VOW ON the first day of the week Mary Magidalene came to the tomb early, while it was
still dark, and saw that the stone had been taken
away from the tomb. So she ran, and went to
Simon Peter and the other disciple, the one
whom Jesus loved, and said to them,"They have
taken the Lord out of the tomb, and we do not
know where they have laid Him."
Peter then came out with the other disciple,
and they went toward the tomb. They both ran,
but the other disciple outran Peter and reached
the tomb first; and stooping to look in, he saw
the linen cloths lying there, but he did not go in.
Then Simon Peter came, following him, and
went into the tomb; he saw the linen cloths
lying, and the napkin, which had been on His
head, not lying with the linen cloths but rolled
up in a place by itself.
-Thin the other disciple, who reached the
tomb first, also went in, and he saw and believed; for as yet they did not know the scripture, that He must rise from the dead. Then the
disciples went back to their homes.
But Mary stood weeping outside the tomb,
and as she wept she stooped to look into the
tomb; and she saw two angels in white, sitting
where the body of Jesus had lain, one at the
head and one at the feet. They said to her,

"Woman, why are you weeping?" She said to
them, "Because they have taken away my Lord,
and I do not know where they have laid Him."
Saying this, she turned round and saw Jesus
standing, but she did not know that it was Jesus.
Jesus said to her, "Woman, why are you weeping? Whom do you seek?" Supposing Him to be
the gardener, she said to Him, "Sir, if you have
carried Him away, tell me where You have laid
Him, and I will take Him away."
Jesus said to her, "Mary." She turned and said
to Him in Hebrew, "Rab-bo'ni!" (which means
Teacher). Jesus said to her, "Do not hold Me,
for I have not yet ascended to the Father; but
go to My brethem and say to them, I am ascending to My Father and your Father, to My God
and your God." Mary Magdalene went and said
to the disciples, "I have seen the Lord"; and she
told them that-He had said these things to her.
On the evening of that day, the first dayjof
the week, the doors being shut where the disciples were, for fear of the Jews, Jesus came and
stood among them and said to them, "Peace be
with you." When He had said this, He showed
them His hands and His side. Then the disciples
were glad when they saw the Lord. Jesus said
to them again, "Peace be with you. As the
Father has sent Me, even so I send you."
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BOSTON - Birth control crusader %Man Baird. released
on bail after 35 days in the Charles Street Jail:
"If there's such a thing as a good Friday. this is a good
take
Friday. You don't know how jail destroys the spirit.
my freedom any way it comes."
MIAMI - Mrs. David Bolton, national vice president of the
National Organization of Women, complains to the weatherman:
"The naming of hurricanes with female names reflects and
cieates -an extremely derogatory attitude toward women."
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BUENOS AIRES - The rightwing Organized National Argentine Movement, reacting to leftist kidnap tactics. threatens
Soviet Ambassador Yuri L. Voisin:
"This junta has decided to execute the 'USSR ambassador,
in retaliation
his family, direct friends and. internal contacts
Ior the'llidnaping and disappearance of the Paraguayan consul."
.+
Animal trainer Don Leon Smith. prelidly
.M. Cab!.
ANAftEl
displaying a pig be taught to operate It own television set.
**This -was-7aane Without uSe or-dfcepttorr-or-gtmtmcior
any kind."
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